STUDENT CREDIT OPTIONS POLICIES

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB) CREDIT
Criterion: Currently enrolled undergraduate students with credit from an International
Baccalaureate Program..
Policy Statements:
1. Avila accepts credit from the International Baccalaureate Program. Credit is determined on
a case-by-case basis by the Registrar based on decisions of the appropriate divisional
faculty.
2. Credit cannot be awarded until after the matriculated student has an official transcript from
IB forwarded to the Registrar. The Registrar will then notify the student of the award of any
Avila credit.
3. This program is a comprehensive and rigorous two-year curriculum, leading to
examinations, for students aged between sixteen and nineteen.
4. Students successfully completing all or parts of the program will receive the Diploma and/or
Certificate from the International Baccalaureate Program.
5. Students who earn the Diploma and/or Certificate must have an official transcript forwarded
to the Registrar at Avila University. For information on credit granted through Avila
University, students need to contact the Registrar
6. Tests which are accepted for credit: (s)=subsidiary (h)=higher level are listed in the
following:
Applied Chemistry (S)
Mathematics (S)
Chemistry (H)
Math with Computing (S)
*Computing Studies (H)
Mathematical Studies (S)
*Computing Studies (S)
Music (H)
Economics (H)
Music, Option X (S)
Economics (S)
Music, Option Y (S)
English - A (H)
*Organization and
*English - B (H)
Management Studies (H)
French - A (H)
Organization and
*French - B (H)
Management Studies (S)
*Geography (H)
Philosophy (H)
German - A (H)
Philosophy (S)
German - A (S)
*Physics (H)
*German - B (H)
*Physics (S)
*German - B (S)
*Psychology (H)
History (H)
Psychology (S)
*History (H): Americas
Spanish - A (H)
History (H): Europe
Spanish - B (H)
*Latin (H)
*Spanish - B (S)
*Latin (S)
Social Anthropology (H)
Math with Further Math (H)
Math with Further Math (S)
*certain restrictions apply: see the Registrar for specific information
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Procedure(s):
1. Students should see the Registrar for more information on what scores are acceptable and
the Avila course equivalents.
2. Credit cannot be awarded until after the matriculated student has an official transcript from
IB forwarded to the Registrar. The Registrar will then notify the student of the award of any
Avila credit.
Office—Person(s) Responsible for Implementation/Enforcement: Registration and Student
Records Office—Registrar
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